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This paper looks into existing certificate standards, argues that they have shortcomings
in violation of basic privacy and design principles, and proposes a generalized notion
of certificates about arbitrary attributes by arbitrary certifiers. Such general certifi-
cates are based on the notion of an immutable minimal principal (authenticated person)
handle, called “epersID,” to designate the person about which attributes are certified.
They can be individually access-controlled such that no unnecessary information is
being spuriously revealed in transactions. General certificates enable “identity-blinded
identified information.”

Status: This document is a working paper where I lay out my current understanding of
some issues related to certificates using public-key cryptography in order to learn more
about accuracy of reasoning, practices of companies involved, and reasonable future
trade-offs. It is part of the contract negotiation framework for content and access control
which I am developing as part of the Stanford Integrated Digital Library Project. This
draft uses the notation of the public-key standards (ASN.1); ISL will be used elsewhere.
The latest version of this document is at http://www-diglib.stanford.edu/cgi-bin/WP/
get/SIDL-WP-1995-0012.

Version: Draft 0.9

1.0 Introduction

Certificates express a third-party opinion about an attribute of some entity. In its general
form, a certificate therefore has four basic elements:

• an identifier for the certifying authority (issuerID ),
• a designator to the entity which is certified an attribute (subjectID ),
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• which attribute we certify about this entity, and
• what the attribute value actually is.

For purposes of exposition, we use the following: LetsubjectID  be an attribute
which designates a unique real-world person (natural, corporate, etc.). Such identifiers
are a special kind of attribute in that they are organized by the naming authority men-
tioned in it. Let[.]  be a function which mapssubjectID ’s into the structure which
describes the corresponding person. In other words,subjectID ’s are used to deal
with thereferential aspect of uniquely locating descriptions. We shall use a dot notation
for thedescriptive properties, the attributes of an entity. Let“vs:72355”  be an exam-
ple of ansubjectID  issued by authorityvs , which is used to identify a person we
know as Bill. (We will later look into what the format of such asubjectID  should
specifically be.) Then,[vs:72355].address  is Bill’s current address, for example.
It is also the case that[vs:72355].subjectID=”vs:72355” . Furthermore, let
says  be the relation which tells which authority certifies what.

A general certificate will then be simply written asAOL says
[vs:72355].phone=415-7110 . Using public key cryptography, this would be a
structure containing basically thesubjectID  for Bill and his phone number, signed
with AOL’s private key. Such a token could then be made available, and everyone could
check with AOL’s public key that AOL claims that this is his phone number. Note that
up to this point, it is not necessary for Bill himself to have a public key. In general, we
assume that while organizations will usually be having public keys, individuals might
not have them, and there is always a way for individuals who don’t.

Other examples are that, after having convinced themselves about it in some way, AOL
attests in this way that Bill is 16 years old, and that Bill’s name is “Bill”:AOL says
[vs:72355].age=16 , andAOL says [vs:72355].name=”Bill” . This will
be useful for Bill to access certain Internet sites which require him to show proof of
minimum age: Authentication would make clear for Bill that “I am[vs:72355] ” is
true; then the certificate would make clear that he is 16 years old. Note that nowhere in
this example the actual name “Bill” needs to show up. For the given purposes, it is not
necessary to know his name, and, for reasons of privacy and modularity of design, the
general mechanisms should therefore also not require it at any point.

A specific kind of certificate, which is usually the type of certificate cryptographers talk
about, is apublic-key certificate: a certificate about the public key of someone—usually
expressed by using public-key cryptography itself. An example would beVerisign
says [AOL].publicKey=4324321 . Note that although VeriSign Inc. claims a
trademark on being the “DMV of the Information Superhighway,” this confirmation is
all that Verisign does; they do not have any authorization mandate, nor do they fulfill
any of the other functions of the DMV, of course.

Public-key certificates are a little bit different from other certificates in terms of which
access control on the certificate one is likely to impose: Whereas one might want to
restrict access to a certificate which describes name or address of a person, it is the very
essence of public-key certificates that they are widely available. They generally will be
public while personal information certificates will generally be revealed according to
more specifically tailored access-control policies.
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Note that the kind of personal information which one might want to certify about per-
sons or organizations is very rich. It not only includes age, nationality, ethnicity,
address, driving authorization, but many more (often context-specific) attributes. Each
of these attributes has generally a “natural authority”: For nationality it is whoever
issues passports in a country; for driving authorization it is the DMVs in different coun-
tries; for the address it might be the postal office; for diseases it is the examining doctor
or hospital, etc.pp. These attributes aredistributed according to the corresponding
social, economic, and legal boundaries. They are alsomutable, and usually the corre-
sponding authority “knows first”.

The most plausible and reasonable technical set-up for such information is therefore to
have these natural authorities originally certify the corresponding attributes and possi-
bly then have them notify others in case of changes. That is, although it might be techni-
cally feasible to have a public-key verifier get into the business of all sorts of other
attributes, it will not be very practical in the general case. Mutability is one technical
reason: Changes should affect only what is necessary. For example, if someone changes
nationality, e-mail address, or even name, there is no reason why certificates on other
attributes such as certificates on age, public key, or parents should become affected or
even invalidated. Unlikely social acceptance is another reason.

2.0 Existing Certificate Standards

The most influential standard for public-key certificates is the one defined in the context
of the ISO 9594 (Parts 1-8) standards series for a “directory service for user-friendly
naming,” commonly collectively referred to as “X.500.” Public-key certificates are
defined in Part 8 (X.509). The series also includes definition of a naming scheme
(X.501) and a “Directory Access Protocol” (X.519). One might joke that ISO 9594 is
sort of what happens when people from the telephone world start looking at those new
big phones with alphanumeric keys and a screen, and wonder where the phone book
(and the phone company which is managing all this) is.

X.509 is used, amongst others, by Internet Privacy-Enhanced Mail (PEM), and the RSA
standards series PKCS, in particular the extended-certificate standard PKCS#6 for cer-
tificates about arbitrary attributes.

X.501 distinguished names contain attributes about people such as their name, their
organization, and an open-ended set of others. An example would be the following dis-
tinguished name for a sales employee of Sony in Japan:

{ C=Japan, L=Tokyo, O=Sony Inc., OU=Sales, LN=Smith }

The important part is that it is aname, that is, an identifier which uses semantically
meaningful attributes to designate a person; it is mutable like every other name.

2.1 X.509 Certificates

An X.509 certificate consists of essentially two parts: “certificate information” and a
digital signature on the certificate information. The certificate information consists of
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the X.501 distinguished name of the certificate issuer, the certified subject’s X.501 dis-
tinguished name, the subject’s public key, and other auxiliary information. Here is the

ASN.1 type information:1

Certificate ::= SEQUENCE {
  certificateInfo CertificateInfo,
  signatureAlgorithm AlgorithmIdentifier,
  signature BIT STRING }

CertificateInfo ::= SEQUENCE {
  version Version,
  serialNumber CertificateSerialNumber,
  signature AlgorithmIdentifier,
  issuerID Name,
  validity Validity,
  subjectID Name,
  subjectPublicKeyInfo SubjectPublicKeyInfo }

where

Validity ::= SEQUENCE {
  notBefore UTCTime,
  notAfter UTCTime }
SubjectPublicKeyInfo ::= SEQUENCE {
  algorithm AlgorithmIdentifier,
  subjectPublicKey BIT STRING }
Version ::= INTEGER

and where we are interested in the following meanings:

• serialNumber  is the issuer-specific serial number of the certificate. Every certif-
icate for a particular issuer must have a different serial number.

• signature  is a misnomer for the signaturealgorithm used.

• subjectID  is the X.501 distinguished name of the certificate subject, the entity
whose public-key attribute is certified.

In other words, the X.509 standard uses the (polished-up) subjectname (“Bill, White
House, USA”) as itssubjectID  designator.

2.2 PKCS#6 Extended Certificates

The PKCS#6 standard describes the syntax for “extended certificates,” that is, certifi-
cates, which can contain attributes of entities beyond the public-key attribute.

1. For clarity, we call itsubjectID  andissuerID  here; the X.509 definition calls the
attributessubject  andissuer , respectively.
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A PKCS extended-certificate consists of an X.509 public-key certificate and a set of
attributes,collectively signed by the issuer of the X.509 public-key certificate. PKCS#9
gives some examples for what these attributes might be: e-mail address, etc.

Note that the approach has been chosen to “extend” a certificate which contains the pub-
lic-key information by other attributes like address or age—instead of the more generic
design of defining a notion of a general certificate which can then contain as one of its
attributes the public key of someone, but also other attributes.

Note also that the standard assumes that whoever certifies the public key, also certifies
the additional attributes. That is, in our above example, Verisign would not only certify
the public key, but also other attributes like his address or employer—attributes, which
they have not quite a lot to do with. Using this standard, they would then have to be con-
tacted as the “global center” for all of Bill’s personal information.

A technical reason is advanced for this idiosyncratic set-up by the PKCS authors: “Thus
the attributes and the enclosed X.509 public-key certificate can be verified with a single
public-key operation.”

2.3 Shortcomings of X.509 and PKCS#6

As shortcomings of the X.509 and PKCS#6 standards, we identify here the mutability of
thesubjectID ’s they are based on, the privacy problem from spurious release of per-
sonal information due to semantically meaningfulsubjectID ’s, as well as the infra-
structure cost engendered by this choice.

2.3.1 Mutability

As we have seen, X.501 names contain information which is not immutable. Clearly,
people do occasionally change location, change their name, or just switch divisions
within one and the same company. Then, their X.501 distinguished name would change.

For certificates based on X.501 names in the place ofsubjectID ’s, the question is
what happens to all of those which are “out there,” containing a bit representation of the
old name. For example, when someone switches employers and moves on to the former
competitor, what happens to various kinds of certificates about attributes of this person,
many of which would still hold true under normal circumstances.

Clearly, it would be possible to invalidate and recertify them with the new name. But
this would essentially amount to reissuing one’s birth certificate, driver’s license, credit
card, etc. whenever one moves. It is hard to imagine that anyone would want to build a
certification infrastructure on such a ground, and although conceivable, it seems awk-
ward—especially in the light of the fact that this problem is unnecessary in the first
place since a name does not have much to do in a certificate in any case (unless it is a
name certificate), as we will detail below.
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2.3.2 Privacy

By using an X.501 name as the identifier in (public-key) certificates, X.509 violates the
capability of people to negotiate the boundary conditions under which they want to give
out attributes like their name.

For example, consider a person Bill purchasing an on-line issue of some journal.
Assume that he uses e-cash, gives out only his e-mail address, and requests the material
to be signed with his public key such that no-one else can read what he gets. This
sounds like a fairly anonymous transaction; however, since the merchant is checking his
public key by looking at his X.509 certificate, which contains his full X.501 distin-
guished name, he might have as well saved on the other privacy precautions he took.
For every transaction where Bill uses his private key to sign or secure a message, the
party who is using Bill’s public key to verify or decrypt the message will also get access
to Bill’s name, organization etc., even if they didn’t ask for it or need to have it.

One might want to speculate about the social and legal acceptance of such spurious
release of personal information in case of a wide-spread use of public-key cryptography
based on the current standards. In a legal speculation, it seems that such practice already
violates the relatively weak fair information practices defined in the US Congress Pri-
vacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-579), specifically the principle which states that
“there must be a way for individuals to prevent information about themselves, obtained
for one purpose, from being used or made available for other purposes without their
consent”, as well as US case law (e.g. Talley vs. California, 362 U.S. 60 (1960); “right
to anonymity in public expression”).

2.3.3 Infrastructure Cost

Building up a certification infrastructure is expensive, in particular as a social process of
required communication and installation. We clearly don’t want to replicate this cost
and build up a separate certification infrastructure for general certificates only because
the infrastructure which certifies public-key certificates turns out not to be sufficiently
extensible, or only extensible with social boundary assumptions on who has the man-
date to certify what which are questionable. We clearly want to leverage one and the
same infrastructure build-up cost for as many purposes as can be readily incorporated,
especially if the more general design does not cost more.

Complementarily, the cost of making available X.500-type infrastructure has already
hampered (/killed) PEM, the mail standard which was based on it. A design which fac-
tors out the dependence on this specific directory service seems smarter then here. For
the name certificates, we would gain the flexibility of using all sorts of descriptions as
part of the name field; X.501 names can be one of these formats if they are available; if
a particular organization already has a different way to refer to individuals, this way can
be used. In any case, there would be no coupling of fates.
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3.0 Concept of an Immutable Minimal Principal Handle: EpersID

This section looks into which type would be suitable for thesubjectID  attribute. We
have been preparing the introduction of theEpersID  type, which is proposed in this
paper for this attribute. An epersID is a “minimal authenticated person handle,” which
serves as an immutable “key” for attributes of a specific person. It is a minimal identifier
which uniquely identifies a person, but does not reveal any other properties of this per-
son. More context on the abstraction of an e-person/epers is given in [1]. (We shall also
useepersID  as an alias for attribute namesubjectID  in general certificates when
we want to emphasize that its type isEpersID .)

The epersID would essentially be used to “normalize” the attribute relations. That is,
instead of having certificates expressing a data relation scheme

Name -- SubjectPublicKeyInfo ,

we would normalize this to the two schemes

EpersID -- Name  andEpersID -- SubjectPublicKeyInfo ,

whereName might then be the X.501 name of the subject which X.509 currently uses as
the type of thesubjectID . Such normalizations are common practice in database
design to avoid various kinds of redundancies and anomalies from functional dependen-
cies between attributes. In our case here, such normalization guarantees a.) that no cer-
tificates have to be invalidated which would not have to be invalidated, and b.) that no
unnecessary information is revealed spuriously (the privacy aspect).

An epersID will be a semantically-opaque string which therefore is unlikely to be
affected by the course of changes in the world. For example, it might just be the name of
the certifying authority and a number which is unique relative to the authority. The eper-
sID would be assigned once and would in general not change for a person. If it should
become necessary or if requests about additional attributes are authorized, the certifying
authority can then identify the person behind thesubjectID .

Attributes would be associated with this identifier, and together they could then be indi-
vidually access-controlled such that only the kind of information is released which is
necessary in a given context (a version of the “Least Privilege Principle” of the security
literature). For example, there might be one certificate which says that the person with a
specific epersID has a certain address, and another that this person has a certain public
key. The public-key certificate might be public, while the address certificate might be
kept under tighter access control.

A simple implementation of epersID’s would just be something likeveri-
sign:72355 , that is an integer which together with the name of the certifying author-
ity uniquely identifies the certificate. A Web-based URL-type scheme would have the
potential advantage of instant proliferation; it would not have to wait for X.500 directo-
ries to catch on. In particular, implementing a two-part naming scheme based on host
address of certifying authority and then simply a counter for the epersID at this author-
ity is quite straight-forward.
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On the other hand, it would still be possible to keep using the X.501 name syntax for the
epersID attribute in general certificates in a reinterpretation of the fields: by using the
attribute values of the issuing authority, not the certified-about subject, and by adding a
number field which uniquely identifies a person within the certificate issuing authority,
like in

epersID =
{ C=USA, L=SF, O=Verisign Inc., OU=EpersNaming, NUM=72355 }

instead of the URL-type epersID “vs:72355 ” used earlier in this paper. Another pos-
sibility is to use theserialNumber  attribute of X.509 certificates in lieu of the above
NUM attribute.

A ramification of the schema normalization is that it necessitates and opens up the field
for general certificates.

4.0 General Certificates

General certificates are based on minimal principal handles. They specify which kind of
attribute of which epersID-identified person is certified by which authority. Public-key
certificates will generally be public; other certificates might be access-controlled.

4.1 Definition

Following the PKCS style, a general certificate would have the following structure:

GeneralCertificate ::= SEQUENCE {
  generalCertificateInfo GeneralCertificateInfo,
  verificationInfo VerificationInfo }

The fields of typeGeneralCertificate  have the following meanings:

• generalCertificateInfo  is the “general certificate information.” It is the
value being signed.

• verificationInfo  contains information regarding the status and means of ver-
ification.

Then,

GeneralCertificateInfo ::= SEQUENCE {
  version Version,
  serialNumber CertificateSerialNumber,
  verificationStatus VerificationStatus,
  issuer Name,
  validity Validity,
  subjectID EpersID,
  attributes [0] IMPLICIT Attributes }
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Attributes ::= SET OF Attribute
Attribute ::= SEQUENCE {
   attributeType OBJECT IDENTIFIER,
   attributeValue EXPLICIT ANY DEFINED BY attributeType }

In particular, note that the type ofsubjectID  substitutesName in X.509 forEper-
sID  here. One possibility for the attributes is the following:

 attributeType = {pkcs-9 1}  -- emailAddress

The certificate type defined in X.509 could be reconstructed by

 attributeType = { subjectPublicKeyInfo }

In particular, an attribute of a general certificate can begeneralCertificate  itself
(recursively). In other words, a general certificate can express a statement likeVeri-
sign says AOL says [vs:72355].age=16 , that is, Verisign certifies that
AOL claims an attribute about a certain epersID.  In particular, public-key certifying
authorities would routinely issue such higher-order certificates.

As part of theVerificationInfo , one might just have aPublicKeySigna-
ture . It would also be possible to generalize certificates even more by including more
status levels and also by incorporating the possibility of on-line verification with the
issuer. Then, one might want to include the possibility of values such asunverified
or onlineVerifiable  as part of the status. This would allow the structure to
express the quality of the certification, or where a client might be able to request verifi-
cation. The definitions for these subtypes might then look like the following, although
this specific possibility is orthogonal to the other issues discussed in this paper.

VerificationStatus ::= CHOICE {
  publicKeySigned DEFAULT,
  onlineVerifiable,
  unverified }

VerificationInfo ::= SEQUENCE {
  verificationStatus VerificationStatus,
  signature PublicKeySignature }

PublicKeySignature ::= SEQUENCE {
  signatureAlgorithm AlgorithmIdentifier,
  signature Signature }

Signature ::= BIT STRING

Here,

• signatureAlgorithm  identifies the signature algorithm (and any associated
parameters) under which the extended-certificate information is signed. Examples
include PKCS #1’smd2WithRSAEncryption  and
md5WithRSAEncryption .
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• signature  is the result of signing the general-certificate information with the cer-
tificate issuer’s private key.

4.2 Composite General Certificates

Note that in theAttributes  definition, multiple attributes can be signed by one and
the same authority in one operation. We also might want to have multiple certificates,
possibly from different certifying authorities, bundled together in one composite struc-
ture. And we might want to have this in a certifier-independent compositionality, where
individually certified attributes can be bundled to a composite. This is what we intro-
duce theCompositeGeneralCertificate  type for:

CompositeGeneralCertificate ::= SET OF GeneralCertificate

Composite general certificates are simply a bundle of general certificates, each of them
about some attribute and certified by some authority. This compositionality allows to
have an “ID” which is dynamically generated to always only contain the minimally
required attributes.

4.3 Examples

Imagine you want to enter a “Cyberbar.” In the real world, when you look reasonable
young, you would have to show your DMV driver’s license which contains, next to your
photo (authentication), information about your age but also information about all sorts
of other attributes which are irrelevant for the given purpose of certifying your age.
When entering the Cyberbar, it would therefore suffice to authenticate who you are (“I
amvs:72355 ”)—which can be done by a challenge-response mechanism or byAOL
says [vs:72355].epersID=vs:72355  to stretch the notation a little—and
then show a certificateDMV says [vs:72355].age=21 .  Another certificate
which you might have could beStanford says [vs:72355].age=21 , and if
Stanford is a trusted authority with respect to the given task, then this certificate might
suffice. You can also use both of them, of course.

The equivalent of the DMV driver’s license would then be a composite certificate,
which contains certificates such asDMV says [vs:72355].age=21, Stan-
ford says [vs:72355].phone=7231234,  and more. At no place here, we
need to know the name of the person, or even the person’s organization or any other
attributes which are usually part of a X.501 distinguished name.

Note also that different attributes in a composite certificate can be signed with different
strengths. For instance, banking attributes might be signed with a 2048-bit key, whereas
age certificates might only be signed with a 512-bit key by a given issuer.

4.4 Construction

The process by which a general certificate is constructed involves the following steps:
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1. A GeneralCertificateInfo  value with the appropriate attributes is con-
structedy a certificate issuer.

2. TheGeneralCertificateInfo  value is signed with the certificate issuer’s pri-
vate key, if available, or a callback address is given for later verification requests
from sources with the required access capability in the accessToken.

3. TheGeneralCertificateInfo  value, a signature algorithm identifier, and the
verification information are collected together into aGeneralCertificate
value, defined above.

Composite general certificates are simply constructed by appending general certificates.

4.5 Certification Request Interface

Certification Requests are sent to a certifying authority, who validates the requested
property and then returns aGeneralCertificate , if admissible.

A request for certification would contain the following information:

CertificationRequest ::= SEQUENCE {
  version Version,
  subjectID EpersID,
  attributes [0] IMPLICIT Attributes,
  signatureAlgorithm AlgorithmIdentifier,
  signature Signature }

Requests for on-line verification would send the same information to the issuer address.

4.6 Certificate Revocation

General certificates can use the same revocation mechanisms as were specified in X.509
(Section 10). Certificates which are not about public-keys have the advantage that they
do not have any “ripple effect” on other certificates.

If certificates are numbered in a systematic way (such as: all age certificates start with 1
and monotonically increase, etc.), then Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs) can be used
to selectively revoke individual certificates as well as collections of certificates on spe-
cific attributes by a given issuer.

5.0 Recommendations

Based on the above, the following recommendations would result:

1. OSI: Make subject name field in X.509 certificate standard optional. Introduce gen-
eral attribute field.

2. Public-Key Certifying Authorities (VeriSign et al.): Issue two certificates per public-
key holder: one public certificate which contains the public key and an immutable
minimum principal handle of a person (epersID); then another, access-controlled
certificate which contains the (X.501, ...) name of the public-key holder and the
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epersID.  The epersID is either generated by the certifier or supplied by the certified
subject. On the implementation level, this could be done by using the X.509sub-
ject  field in its X.501 syntax; however not the attributes of the key holder are
filled-in, but the attributes of the issuer plus another X.501 field which uniquely
identifies the person within the issuing authority (or instead of the latter, by using the
serialNumber  field of X.509 certificates).

3. RSA: Augment PKCS series by a certificate typeGeneralCertificate  such as
the one defined above. Possibly revise PKCS#6 and #10, extend PKCS#9. Make
public-key field in PKCS#6 optional and use attribute field for additional functional-
ity. Remove limitation such that arbitrary third parties can sign attributes.

6.0 Related Issues

6.1 Compatibility Considerations

General-certificates as defined above are not backward compatible with PKCS#6
extended-certificates. However, they are backward compatible to at least a century of
social and legal policies. In practice, the problem might not be bad since the additional
usages enabled largely concern additional functionality for which there will in general
not be any existing interfaces to be compatible to.

6.2 Authentication

The role of authentication would be here to prove for clients that “I amvs:72355 ”.
This can be done by using public-key cryptography when the client has a public key
(which it has, of course, for public-key certificates). Otherwise, a Kerberos-type mecha-
nism could be used. Such authentication would also serve as a step to apply message
protection then, if needed.

In practice, it is most likely that there will be a combination of authentication based on
secret and public keys. For example, we envision the 90% case where a consumer
would log into an on-line service using a password. The on-line service would generally
have a public key, and it would also be a generally trusted source. It would then simply
use the public key to certify that a particular login-identified consumer has a specific
epersID.

6.3 Concept of Acceptable Time of Validity

Certificates have an expiration date. This concept is independent of another, user-side
concept, which can be called “Acceptable Time of Validity” (ATOV). An expiration
time describes the time span for which a certifier feels comfortable about the certifica-
tion—the context is usually terms of liability etc. The accepted time of validity would
then express the time span for which a certain user will trust a certificate.

Note that this can be earlier than the expiration time; it can also be later. For example,
although the DMV might issue an age certificate with a standard expiration of two
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years, the age attribute clearly is unlikely to change even after these two years. In this
case, someone doing an age check might as well accept an expired age certificate. On
the other hand, a student health service might put their accepted time of validity for a
student ID certificate earlier than the expiration time of, say, one quarter because they
might not want to accept the risk of giving treatment to a student who quit in the middle
of the quarter. In other words, ATOVs need to be articulated by certificate users.

ATOVs will be important in order to get an overall efficient certification system. Since
they are highly context-specific, it will in general not make sense to include suggestions
about them into general certificates. However, the concept should be communicated to
certificate application programmers.

7.0 Conclusion

Certification of properties of entities will be an important service in an information
infrastructure. Although the X.509-based PKCS#6 certificate standard allows arbitrary
attributes, it limits its more general applicability and social acceptance by coalescing the
conceptually distinct authorities of certifier of the public-key attribute and certifier of
other attributes (such as age, nationality, etc.). The fact that the standard is based on
X.509 is problematic with respect to privacy and certificate instability.

The concept of an immutable minimal principal handle, epersID, is used in this paper to
separate out the referential and descriptive aspects of certified entities in a way which
avoids spurious release of personal information. The notion generalizes to general cer-
tificates, that is, certificates about arbitrary attributes by arbitrary authorities using pub-
lic-key cryptography mechanisms. It enables identity-blinded identified personal
information.
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9.0 Definitions

For the purposes of this document, the following definitions apply.

subjectID : The field in a certificate which is intended to identify the subject about
which something is certified. Simply calledsubject  in X.509.

EpersID : Immutable minimal principal handle, defined in this paper. A unique ano-
nymity-preserving identifier for an authenticated person (principal) which makes clear
which authority issued it. Proposed here to replace subjects’ X.501 distinguished names
as the type for thesubjectID  attribute.

AlgorithmIdentifier:  A type that identifies an algorithm (by object identifier)
and any associated parameters. This type is defined in X.509.

Attribute:  A type that contains an attribute type (specified by object identifier) and
one or more attribute values. This type is defined in X.501.

Certificate:  A type that binds an entity’s distinguished name to a public key with
a digital signature. This type is defined in X.509. This type also contains the distin-
guished name of the certificate issuer (the signer), an issuer- specific serial number, the
issuer’s signature algorithm identifier, and a validity period.

GeneralCertificate:  A type that binds an entity’s epersID (minimal  principal
handle) to a public key with a digital signature. This type is defined in this paper; it also
contains the X.501 distinguished name of the certificate issuer (the signer), an issuer-
specific serial number, the issuer’s signature algorithm identifier, and a validity period.

CompositeGeneralCertificate:  A type that assembles together a number of
general certificates from possibly different authorities.

Name: A type that uniquely identifies or “distinguishes” objects in a X.500 directory.
This type is defined in X.501. In an X.509 certificate, the type identifies the certificate
issuer and the entity whose public key is certified.
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ASN.1: Abstract Syntax Notation One, as defined in X.208.

BER: Basic Encoding Rules, as defined in X.209.

DER: Distinguished Encoding Rules for ASN.1, as defined in X.509, Section 8.7.

PEM:  Internet Privacy-Enhanced Mail, as defined in RFC 1422 and related documents.


